D         | A         | G         | A7

Blue A7 D

In D D D

D knew A A A

---

Blue A7 D

A D D A

We'll D D A

---

Blue A7 D

A D A

The eyes cryin':

---

Someday:

D         | A         | G         | A7

Chorus: G         |             |             | g f# e

Love is like a dy-in’ em ber

D         | A7         | a g f# e

On ly mem ies remain

D         |             | d e f#

Through the a ges I'll re me em ber

A7         |             | a d e

Blue eyes cryin’ in the rain

Instrumental:

D         |             | f# g g#

A         |             | D

D         |             | f# g g#

A         | D          | a# a g#

Chorus2: G         |             | g f# e

Someday when we meet up yo on der

D         | A7         | a g f# e

We'll stroll hand in hand a gain

D         |             | d e f#

In the land that knows no pa ar tin

A7         |             | D G D\ A\ D\ 

Blue eyes cryin’ in the rain
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